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Figure 1 Phylogeography of the IMH Y-chromosome lineage. A, Contour map displaying the frequency distribution of the IMH. It shows
a clear focus on northwestern areas of the island, where it reaches a regional maximum of 16.9% (21.5% including one-repeat unit derivatives).
MJ networks of 17-STR marker R1b3 Y-chromosome haplotypes, sampled in northwestern ( ) (B) and southwestern ( ) (C)n p 166 n p 125
Ireland. Each circle represents a different Y-chromosome haplotype, with area proportional to frequency. Line length between haplotypes shows
mutational divergence. The IMH (filled red) and one-step neighbors predominate in the northwest, whereas this lineage is virtually absent in
the southwest. The synthetic surface map was constructed using the ArcView package (version 3.2) (Environmental Systems Research Institute).
Observed frequencies in nine Irish sample groupings of similar size (geographic coordinates marked with a green X) were used, according to
the inverse-weighting method, to interpolate the frequency at other coordinates, generating 10 equal-interval surface contours.

data from this study is available in online-only tab-delim-
ited text files 1 and 2 (which can be downloaded and
opened into an Excel spreadsheet) and at B.M.’s Web site.
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Figure 2 MJ network of Y chromosomes from men with Uı́
Néill–derived surnames. The sample population ( ) features the
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west but not within our cohort of Uı́ Néill derivatives
was also found to be significantly different ( ).P p .006
Thus, it seems unlikely that the IMH rose to a high
frequency because of a general feature of northwestern
Irish demographic history. The rate of increase in the
frequency of the Uı́ Néill lineage is ∼1.21 per generation,
under the assumption of an evenly spread rise from AD

∼500 to the present (some 50 generations, under a 30-
year paternal generation interval [Tremblay and Vézina
2000]). This rate is somewhat lower than that associated
with the patrilineal legacy of Genghis Khan (Zerjal et
al. 2003) but still represents a greater increase than that
conferred on loci by many known episodes of natural
selection, including the sickle cell trait (Li 1975) and
lactose persistence (Bersaglieri et al. 2004).

Genealogical association together with the predomi-
nance and pattern of variation of the IMH strongly sug-
gest a rise in frequency due to strong social selection
associated with the hegemony of the Uı́ Néill dynasty
and their descendents. Figures such as Niall of the Nine
Hostages reside at the cusp of mythology and history,
but our results do seem to confirm the existence of a
single early-medieval progenitor to the most powerful
and enduring Irish dynasty. They also lend support to
the veracity and remarkable knowledge preservation of
the genealogical and oral traditions of Gaelic Ireland and
give a powerful and specific illustration of the link be-
tween prolificacy and power in one European society
within the past 2 millennia.
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Web Resources
The URLs for data presented herein are as follows:

B.M.’s Web site, http://www.gen.tcd.ie/molpopgen/data.htm (for full
Y-chromosome genotypes)

Fluxus Engineering, http://www.fluxus-engineering.com/sharenet.htm
(for NETWORK)

Y Chromosome Haplotype Reference Database, http://www.ystr.org/
index.html
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